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Abstract—Deep packet inspection is a relatively new technology
that allows recognizing the applications and protocols among the
data flowing through the servers of an Internet service provider
(ISP). There are mainly two areas of implementation for the
DPI, namely data traffic control and surveillance. The former is
mainly used by the ISPs and the latter is by the governments.
Both of them are regarded as threats for individual privacy and
communication rights.
Index Terms—Deep Packet inspection, surveillance, profiling

I. I NTRODUCTION
In general, Internet has been merely a “dumb” communication medium since it was incepted four decades ago. This
means that although it was prone to be eavesdropping like all
other networks, it did not have any restrictions in content. In
other words, it did not discriminate for or against any of its
contents. Called net neutrality [1],[2], this tenet of the Internet
was in conformity with its non-centralized and distributed
growth path. The 90’s witnessed the introduction of the World
Wide Web which accelerated the commercialization of the
Internet. In the succeeding decade the Internet became a major
political arena where some of its contents were created by its
individual users and some others by political and social groups.
Commercial, social and political motivations for manipulating the Internet paved the way to the development of new
tools and techniques that aim to monitor or block its contents.
Deep packet inspection (DPI) is one of those techniques that
recently gained prominence. This article will elaborate the DPI
and its current implementations as well as the controversies it
created in several countries including Turkey where there is an
intense debate about Internet surveillance and privacy issues.

The data flow in the Internet environment is analogous to
the letters processed in the post office. Normally, the letters
are not opened in the post office and they are directed to the
physical addresses written on the envelopes. The opposite is
a clear privacy violation of the sender and receiver. The DPI
is essentially the same.
As witnessed by the events in the Arab world in 2011,
the Internet is an unprecedented facilitator for the social and
political organizations of the ordinary people. It can also be
functional for promoting hate speech and violence. Many
governments have long been aware of this power and they
are prone to implement control mechanisms on the Internet.
DPI is the most prominent of these mechanisms which baffle
techniques like proxy server usage.

A. DPI and its implementation

Many commercial organizations also profile Internet users
with the aim of target marketing. To this end, they collect
information about demographics, income, interests and habits
of Internet users. For example, Facebook categorizes users
with information in their Facebook pages. Categories like
certain age groups, parents or locals in a country see relevant
ads in their Facebook pages. Amazon also profiles its users
based on the pages they visit on its website [3]. Although
such profiling leads to very effective marketing, many regard
it as a blatant violation of individual privacy. However, such
profiling techniques are specific to individual web sites and
not applicable outside of their user community. DPI offers
a much broader surveillance mechanism for inspecting all of
the activities of an Internet user. Such attempts led to severe
reception from Internet users and organizations like European
Union [4], [5].

The packets that form the data flow in the Internet have
mainly two parts, namely the addresses of the source and
destination nodes and the payload that makes up the content.
The destination address of each packet is read by the routers
and the packet is directed towards this address. Violating the
“dumbness” and “neutrality” of the Internet, DPI software and
hardware examine not only the destination address, but also the
payload and the address of the sender. Then this information
is compared with a set of signatures and protocols in order to
identify the nature of the flowing data in the Internet Service
Provider (ISP) hardware.

In Turkey there is an ongoing debate about freedom of
communication, surveillance, individual privacy and Internet
censorship. Since there has been no transparency at the government side about the DPI usage, we don’t have specifics
at this stage. However, we know that the Government uses a
central filtering system to block and censor some web sites.
There is a project for installing a much more sophisticated
filtering and surveillance system and this can only be realized
by DPI. There is a deep concern of privacy about this filtering
system.

II. DPI AS A TECHNOLOGY
DPI has its roots in the earlier intrusion detection systems
(IDS). Unlike the host-based IDS which monitors the activities
such as system logs and file modifications through a software
agent in a host, network-based IDS monitors multiple hosts
and the data traffic among them. A common way for the
network-based IDS for detecting and sometimes blocking
malicious activities is to compare the flowing traffic with the
known signatures of the malicious attacks. Usually pattern
matching techniques are used in this process [6]. This technical
capability to detect and block malicious activity later paved
the way for the development of DPI where not only malicious
activities but all network traffic is monitored and classified
according to the known signatures of the common applications
and protocols such as VoIP and HTTP.
Packet inspection can be “deep” or “shallow.” Shallow
packet inspection, which is sometimes called standard packet
inspection, aims to extract only the IP addresses of the source
and destination as well as other low-level connection states.
This information exists in the packet header and does not give
much hint about the application in transit which is typically
held in the payload [7].
Yet, the requirement for application awareness can only be
satisfied by analyzing the entire packet. This is a complex
process that involves reassembling the packets to determine
the source and destination of the flow as well as the application
itself. The complexity is aggravated by the immense size of
the data flowing through the ISP hardware that might have
hundreds of thousands of users connected at a time. Hence,
DPI requires extensive computing power which is directly
proportional with the speed of the network. In the 7-Layer OSI
model shallow packet inspection is mainly based on layer 2-3
and sometimes up to layer 4. DPI, on the other hand, operates
in all layers from 2 to 7.
Some methods for network traffic analysis in the Internet
have been proposed. One of them is the examination of
the packet header for the TCP and TDP port number and
mapping it to the commonly used ports. For example, port 80
is usually used for HTTP and port 53 is for DNS. However,
determining the applications based on such rules is getting
increasingly unreliable due to several facts such as the usage
of obfuscation techniques including dynamic port numbers
and port hopping in some applications. A recent study found
that only 30%-70% of the Internet traffic can be identified
with port-based approach [8]. Another method is to implement
machine learning techniques for traffic analysis [9]. Port-based
and machine learning techniques examine only the header of
the packets and this has little to do with privacy violation. A
thorough semantic traffic analysis requires the actual contents
of the packet along with the header information. The DPI can
provide such an analysis but it is prone to the privacy concerns.
Although it is difficult to bypass surveillance through DPI,
a potentially effective method is encryption. Sending and
receiving messages encrypted through commonly available
systems like PGP or secure VPN can be implemented for

privacy purposes. However, this has some drawbacks such as
requirement for some basic technical knowledge and drawing
the attention of the authorities. Additionally, it has little use
against purposes like personal profiling by web site visits.
III. DPI AND LEGAL CONCERNS
Intercepting, modifying, examining, blocking, and copying
the data communications with DPI has to deal with huge
amounts of real-time data on a massive scale on both the
Internet and 3G mobile networks. The benefits of DPI with
respect to several network management issues such as network
optimization, data security, protection against network attacks
and data mining are clear.
On the other hand, it is also obvious that all such initiatives
related with data communications make DPI an extremely
suitable means for violating the rights and freedom of communication. Indeed, for this very reason, DPI has been a
major focus of investigation during the last few years by the
human rights advocates who are active, especially, on privacy,
Internet censorship, net neutrality, freedom of expression and
communication.
The use of DPI may, as a result of above mentioned
qualities, violate both the privacy and the right and freedom
of communication which have been already recognized as the
third generation human rights. Because, technically spoken,
DPI is capable, in real time, of both inspection and interception
of data communications, and as such, it can either alter the
communication or prevent it. This makes DPI also a valuable
tool for interception, monitoring, tracking, record keeping
and censuring. Indeed, as DPI allows suspension of data
communications on a massive scale, and thus serves as a “kill
switch” to shut down the Internet, it can be used to radically
eliminate the freedom of communication.
Regarding the use of DPI as a tool for violating the
rights and freedom of communication, two principal actors are
involved: enterprises and governments. However, violations
perpetrated by these two players are quite different in nature.
Legal problems due to violations committed by enterprises
are usually limited to privacy issues. The fact that DPI is
capable to examine massive data communications in real time
and profile the habits of the Internet users and the content
of their communication content makes it especially attractive
for a series of commercial applications such as targeted
advertising and content based pricing. But such capabilities
are easily extended by other extraordinary usages: monitoring
of communications of company employees, customers and
business partners, mass personal surveillance, industrial espionage, high volume copyright theft, trademark infringement,
etc. Furthermore, DPI can be deployed to prioritize data
communication for unfair competition. And this can further
encourage noncompetitive tendencies in network operations
by according advantages for a certain service or service
provider. For example, most telecoms use DPI to prioritize
their own services (e.g. IPTV) by making life more difficult
for competitor service providers.

Similarly, this technology is even leveraged to avert legal
and legitimate P2P usage. Consequently, the “network neutrality” principle is undermined. Inspections carried out by use of
DPI can be compared to checking not only the address and
the stamping details but also the headline of a conventional
postal mail. Because intercepting a mail, before it reaches its
receiver, and checking its content is normally considered as
a crime in form of violation of privacy, by the same token,
the inspection of the content of data communications by use
of DPI is essentially a crime, too. This fact does not change
even if the situation is touted as “lawful interception” by some
governments. Because, the prevailing “law“ is usually a “local
law” and it is usually disputed that the processing of sensitive
private data indeed respects the right of privacy. The usage of
DPI under the term “Webwise” by British Telecom, Talk Talk
and Virgin Media’s Phorm, the three largest British ISPs since
2008 is a good example on this issue.
Richard Clayton, who comments from a legal point of
view, explains the Phorm architecture as follows: “The basic
concept behind the Phorm architecture is that they wish to
take a copy of the traffic that passes between an end-user
and a website. This enables their systems to inspect what
requests were made to the website and to determine what
content came back from that website. An understanding of
the types of websites visited is used to target adverts at
particular users” [10]. The usage of this system by the British
ISPs has triggered much criticism among netizens and privacy
advocates. The Foundation for Information Policy Research
has published two separate legal analyses and indicated that
such usage violated the British Law in the following areas:
interception of communications, an offence contrary to Section
1 of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000; fraud,
an offence contrary to Section 1 of the Fraud Act 2006;
unlawful processing of sensitive personal data, contrary to the
Data Protection Act 1998; risks of committing civil wrongs
actionable at the suit of website owners such as the Bank of
England; use of private communication traffic will infringe the
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 [11], [12]. During a
debate held at the House of Lords by Baroness Miller on 200902-11 where Phorm was discussed at length, Tim Berners-Lee
reports the following: “... a healthy web for society places
requirements also on the Internet layer. In 2008, this was
threatened in the UK by the company Phorm proposing to use
data from deep packet inspection (DPI). The system would
use special apparatus at the ISP to monitor traffic, peek inside
the IP packet’s payload, and determine every URL looked
in a household’s browsing on the web. This profile would
be used to provide targeted advertising. (...) The Internet in
general has and deserves the same protection as paper mail
and telephone. If fact you could argue that it needs it more,
as it carries more or our lives and is more revealing than our
phone calls or our mail. The access by an ISP of information
within an Internet packet, other than that information used for
routing, is equivalent to wiretapping a phone or opening sealed
postal mail. The information could be deliberately abused by
an inside worker, or could be acquired by an attack on the

system’s machines. The power of this information is so great
that the commercial incentive for companies or individuals
misuse it will be huge, so it is essential to have absolute
clarity that it is illegal. To put this in perspective, it is like the
company having a video camera inside your house, except that
it gives them actually much more information about you. The
act of reading, like the act of writing, is a pure, fundamental,
human act. It must be available without interference or spying”
[13].
As can be seen in this example, use of DPI, especially
by ISPs and telecoms, poses great risks in terms of violation
of both privacy and “net neutrality” and therefore, should be
checked, by legislation. 1
Now let us take a look at violations of rights and freedoms
as a result of abusive DPI use by governments. Overreaching
and unlawful exploitations by governments are, by their very
extent, more devastating in terms of violating individual rights
and freedoms. These are, beyond the right of privacy, also
communication rights such as freedom of communication,
freedom of expression and freedom of information, which are,
usually defined as the third generation of human rights.
As DPI technology offers, beyond listening, monitoring and
tracking of the communication content, that is, keeping records
of the Internet users, also several means for manipulating,
changing and blocking such content, it thus provides very
convenient mechanisms for filtering and censuring the Internet. Moreover, in countries where the telecom industries are
virtually monopolies, DPI can also serve as a leverage to shut
down the Internet in one direction, practically functioning as
an “Internet kill switch.” Equipped with such capabilities, DPI
poses a threat not only against privacy rights, but also the right
of communication.
The most spectacular example showing the usage of DPI
for violating the right of communication was the initiative of
the Egyptian Government, a first ever in the short history of
the Internet on 28 January 2011: starting at 22.28 (UTC) on
27 January 2011, the Egyptian Government shut down all the
Internet, mobile network and land-based communication, thus
preventing data and voice communications carried over these
networks! That is, everything else except the satellite communication, something they could not control at all. Until the
Internet resumed its normal “censored” status on 2 February
2011, the whole country became a big black hole in the global
network. This was a historical first [15]. It was introduced
mainly because of two reasons: first, to block communication
among heated protesters the number of which was expected
to reach millions; second, to isolate Egypt from the rest of
the world and thus enjoy the liberty to crash the uprising
brutally. Meanwhile, it was understood that the Egyptian
Government collaborated with the American company “Narus
Insight”, a Boeing subsidiary that also has contacts with Israel
and Pentagon, for both the shut down of the Internet and
monitoring the Internet traffic of the opponents. It became
1 Federal Communications Commission also maintained, in its report on
Comcast’s violation of privacy, that a strict legal standard should be introduced
to the use of DPI: [14]

clear that the company sold DPI-based tracking, censoring and
“kill switch” systems to the Egyptian telecom enterprise [16],
[17]. Once this news became public, Free Press started an
initiative for the monitoring of DPI sales and usage [18], [19].
The fact that the DPI technology, to which governments
have been trying to give an ambiguous legitimacy with the
branding of “lawful interception,” has caused severe human
rights violations when used by dictators within the framework
of their local law systems, stimulated considerably public
sensitivity. Currently, several examples are experienced.
For example, it was revealed that just a few years before the
Tunisian Revolution which culminated with the escape of Ben
Ali on 14 January 2011 and thus started the “Arab Spring”, the
public institutions of Agence Tunisienne d’Internet (ATI) and
Agence Tunisienne de Communication Extérieure’un (ATCE)
created a DPI-based monitoring system to censure the Internet,
to excessively monitor it and to keep records of the cyber
dissidents with the helping hand of a French company [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. The identity of this company is
still on investigation. Indeed, the existence of this system was
common knowledge even before the revolution.
Similarly, it became public that Nokia – Siemens jointly sold
DPI-based systems to Iran [26], [27], [28]. Cisco and China’s
relationship with the “Golden Shield Project dubbed the “Great
Firewall” is still fiercely debated. And some Chinese dissidents
filed suit who claim that they were subject to some damages
because of the DPI-based systems provided by Cisco to the
Chinese Government [29].
The last exemplary case is the situation in Syria. It is
claimed that BlueCoat, a USA firm, has sold DPI-based
tracking and censoring systems to the Assad regime [30],
[31], [32]. It is further claimed that Assad trained his agents
in Tunisia during the Ben Ali government. Indeed, methods
which prevent Facebook connections to secure servers (https)
and instead redirect to regular (http) servers where users can
be monitored, look quite similar to those used in Tunisia [33].
Such examples can be multiplied. Civil rights and freedoms
activists consider such relationships as selling digital mass
destruction weapons to dictators. During a broadcast of the
Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, it has been
stated that a series of countries which have a very bad
score of human rights and where the barest principles of
net neutrality are not observed, have been using DPI based
monitoring and censuring systems: China, Burma, Vietnam,
Tunisia, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Ethiopia, UAE, Syria, Pakistan,
Iran, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Belarus [34].
Unfortunately, however, the dark side of governments using
DPI is not restricted to countries which are not true democracies. Even so-called democratic countries do not respect and
consequently breach their own regulations about individual
privacy and the right of communication. It is widely known
that, based on the HADOPI legislation in France which is also
called as the “three-strike-out” and OPPSI laws that legitimize
mass monitoring to include the fight with terrorism, DPI based
systems are about to be used to monitor the whole population
[35], [36]. Also in the USA the use of DPI by the government

for unlawful interception is quite common [37] and institutions
such as Free Press call the voters to be aware of this situation
[38].
Since 11 September 2001, governments are in a kind of
race as to introduce regulations that tip the balance between
security and freedoms and thus erode universal human rights.
Such regulations focus on the control of the Internet, the very
medium that represents the new horizon of civil rights and
freedoms. Therefore, in a setting where we are expected to
trade our freedom for security concerns, abusive technologies
such as the use of DPI emerge, under the pretension of the
“lawful interception” brand, as a big threat not only in lawless
countries but also in those who are willing to sacrifice their
democracies.
This can be countered by claiming that DPI is a technology
which has some “benefits”, too. But its “disadvantages” are
clearly obvious. Citizens do have the right to expect from
their governments to act transparently, responsibly and be
accountable on such an issue that simply amounts to a direct
violation of our constitutional privacy and communication
rights.
A. Turkey: Possible uses of DPI
Internet censure being the leading example, Turkey has
an increasingly bad track record for violation of the rights
of communication with respect to third generation of human
rights [39], [40]. As this negative setting also includes the
very right of information, it is not possible to obtain clear and
healthy information on a good deal of issues related with civil
rights and freedoms.
In spite of our requests, based on the Freedom of Information Act and questioning the possible uses of DPI to the
Telecommunications Communication Presidency (TIB), the
legal authority responsible for such matters, we were not
able to receive a response. Therefore, in this section, we will
be content by making some inferences based on the news
circulating in the media.
Accordingly, it is reported that Turkey has been implementing the so called “National Network Tracking Center” (UNIM)
project via the Information Technologies and Communications
Authority (BTK) and its Telecommunications Communication
Presidency department, since a few years. It is claimed that
DPI methods are used in this project [41], [42], [43], [44],
[45].
The timing of the first discussions of this project coincides
with the massive disinformation efforts that supposedly targeted child pornography and were carried out prior to the
introduction of the “Regulation of Publications on the Internet
and Suppression of Crimes Committed by means of Such
Publication” Act Nr. 5651 to censure the Internet. As it is
usually known, concepts such as child pornography and war on
terrorism are widely used to justify the said abusive regulations
and implementations [46].
The DPI issue and the UNIM project became hot topics
as Turkey decided to deploy a government controlled central

filtering system. This decision was cited on the OSCE (Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe) report which
analyzed the freedom of expression on the Internet and covered
56 countries with the following evaluation: “Turkey decided to
introduce a country-wide mandatory filtering system that will
go into effect on 22 August 2011. If realized, this will lead
to the first government controlled and maintained mandatory
filtering system within the OSCE region” [47].
In the said decision, a central filtering system is defined and
users who do not want to make use of the filtering system are
required to access the Internet only via some “interface.” The
widely held public opinion was that this system was basically
a DPI based monitoring and record keeping mechanism [48].
As the predetermined deadline was approaching, upon mass
protests and reactions from international institutions, BTK
issued a revision to its first decision and cancelled the section
that introduced a mandatory redirection of the users through
an “interface” to access the Internet, while maintaining the
government controlled filtering system. However, this “improvement” was not sufficient to eliminate doubts regarding
the DPI based monitoring and control system [49], [50], [51].
Rather, it is widely thought that the introduction of this system
which is currently on a test phase will lead to a DPI-based
monitoring and blocking system. The system will be activated
on 22 November 2011.
Dr. Mustafa Akgul, President of Internet Technologies Association (INETD), said that BTK installed some “black boxes”
at ISP level to eavesdrop VOIP communications and INETD
sued BTK for privacy violation [52]. Nate Anderson makes a
reference on this kind of “black boxes” as ”CALEA-compliant
DPI system(s)” : “Much DPI gear is also CALEA-compliant.
The boxes generally contain an “aux” port that can spit out a
real-time copy of any required information: all traffic from
a specific IP address, e-mail, Internet phone calls, URLs.
The rules are simply programmed into the box’s GUI and
bam!—instant surveillance” [53].
Meanwhile, it is also known that DPI is widely used by
several enterprises, including especially the mobile telephone
operators [54], [55]. The implementation of the UNIM project
is not transparent. But there are news that BTK works with a
company called C2Tech [56] which sells DPI solutions [57].
Other concerns include those related with the “war on
terrorism” efforts. News related with Internet control as a
military solution of Turkey’s fight with the separationist Kurdish movement remind of, once again, the abusive DPI usage.
Such news indicate that the Prime Minister gave orders for the
establishment of an Internet tracking unit within the Ministry
of Transportation and BTK under its direction [58].
In conclusion, we can say that strong evidence is available
regarding the use of DPI by both the enterprises and the government in such a way as to violate the rights and freedoms.
In the presence of public authorities who by no means act in
a transparent and accountable way regarding civil rights and
freedoms but instead consider censure and tracking as useful
tools for governing, such use of DPI is a serious threat for all
citizens. Therefore, a more alert response of the international

institutions sensitive to civil rights and freedoms, including the
European Union which Turkey is trying to join, and a more
active role in requiring the authorities to act transparently,
might be a solution to the problem.
IV. CONCLUSION
DPI is currently being used by many Governments and
commercial organizations all around the world and it is the
major source of privacy concerns in the Internet environment.
It will increasingly be subject to debate among the parties and
its abuse by Governments and commercial organizations can
only be prevented by the awareness of ordinary citizens.
The answering of the questions posed by Christopher Parsons are critical for the future of both the Internet which started
a new era of social, cultural and economic dimensions, and
civil rights and freedoms: “We are amid a standardization
revolution, a mass translation of discordant analogue signal
types into interoperable digital transmission standards. Speech,
writing, and video now traverse the globe at near lightspeeds via spiderlike networks of fiber-optic cables, and all
of this digitized consumer traffic to and from the Internet
passes through the ISPs gateways. ISPs, as communicative
bottlenecks, are ideally situated to monitor, mine, and modify
data using the deep packet inspection (DPI) appliances situated
within their networks. Around the globe, communications
are mediated by DPI equipment in service of the respective
interests of ISPs, advertisers, governments, and copyright
lobbies. DPI’s broad capacities—and the attention given to the
technology by the abovementioned actors—have piqued the
interest of researchers in various fields of the social sciences.
Common questions are beginning to emerge, including: Who is
driving deep packet inspection? What is DPI’s role in network
management? How (and why) have copyright lobbies, advertisers, and government taken an interest in monitoring data
communications? What uses of the technology are considered
legal, and in what cases are privacy interests endangered by
the technology?”[59]
This paper wants to contribute to answering these crucial
questions.
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